THE LUCKY POOCH CHOKER

THE STORY:

The quiet little community of Clarksville, South Dakota was voted to be one of the top 10 places in the Western United States to raise a family and dogs. Thus we come to find out why Janet Johnson lives here.

Janet raises and trains show dogs. Saint Bernard dogs to be specific. Janet bought a choker (a woman's necklace that fits closely around the throat) at a church bazaar in September of last year. She is sure it is made of rhinestones because she paid only $25.00 for it. Since then, a series of events have caused her to feel that it's value is found in the good luck that it has brought her. Her prized dogs (PRETTY PRINCESS and PANDORA'S PRIDE) have consistently won in their class whenever she wears the choker at a show.

On June 15th, after a very extensive search of her home, she concluded that the choker had been stolen. She hired Black and Blue Investigators to help her regain the choker. They are authorized to offer a $100.00 reward for its return. If they discover who took the choker, they are authorized to recover it and provide the evidence needed to press criminal charges against the thief.

You have all been called here because you either were a witness to certain events, have a special knowledge of certain items of information, or are a suspect in the theft of the choker.

Black and Blue expect that the thief will lie, but hope that all the others will tell the truth.

We certainly hope that the thief will confess and save us some time. Janet has the determination, the money, and the time to find out which of her "friends" has "borrowed" the choker. We certainly hope that it will not be necessary for Janet to choke the truth out of one of us. We hope that you will understand the wisdom of a quick confession. If not, the blame falls on you. There will be no regaining her friendship! You will be scratched from her Christmas list and not be allowed to pet her dogs.

Thank you for your cooperation.